INITIAL SET-UP OPTIONS

1. ZEROING THE EZ3500 (ONLY WITH EMPTY MACHINE)
   - Press the [Net/Gross] key, immediately followed by pressing the [Zero] key. The word ZERO appears briefly on the display to indicate that the zero point has been set.

2. SETTING LANGUAGE
   - Enter number 101 on numerical keyboard.
   - Press the [Select] key, LANGAG... will appear on the display, followed by the language.
   - Press the [Select] key until the desired language is displayed.
   - Press [On], to confirm the selected language.

3. SETTING THE TIME
   - Enter the number 202 on the numerical keyboard.
   - Press the [Select] key. The word TIME.... will be displayed, followed by the set time.
   - Press the [Function] key to select seconds, minutes or hours.
   - Press the [Select] key until the desired value is displayed.
   - Press the [On] key to confirm the selected time.

4. SETTING THE DATE
   - Enter the number 204 on the numerical keyboard.
   - Press the [Select] key. The word DATE.... will be displayed, followed by the set date.
   - Press the [Function] key to select Year, Month or Day.
   - Press the [Select] key until the desired value appears.
   - Press the [On] key to confirm selected number.

5. SETTING THE SCALE RADIO NUMBER (For use with Cab Control and RF Datalink)
   - Enter number 231 on the numerical keyboard
   - Press the [Select] key. SCL NO will appear.
   - Press the [Select] key to change number
   - Press the [On] key to confirm selected number

6. SWITCHING OFF THE RESIZE OPTION
   - Enter number 448 on the numerical keyboard
   - Press the [Select] key. RESIZE will appear
   - Press the [Select] key to switch on or off
   - Press the [On] key to confirm

7. CHANGE PRE-ALARM (Alarm signal to indicate that the programmed weight is almost reached)
   - Enter the number 401 on the numerical keyboard.
   - Press the [Select] key. P MTHD... will appear on the display, then followed by WEIGHT or PERCNT
   - Press the [Select] key until the desired setting (i.e. PERCNT) appears.
   - Press the [On] key. P-ALM... will be displayed, followed by the set value.
   - Enter the new value on the numerical keyboard. (Weight or percentage)
   - Press the [On] key to confirm the new value.

8. CHANGE TOLERANCE (Acceptable percentage of weight around zero to advance)
   - Enter number 442 on numerical keyboard.
   - Press the [Select] key. TOLER... will appear, followed by a value between 0.5% and 10% or OFF.
   - Press the [Select] key until the desired value (e.g. 5%) is displayed.
   - Press the [On] key to confirm the selected setting.

9. CHANGE DELAY TIME (Delay time for automatic advancing to next ingredient or pan)
   - Enter number 443 on the numerical keyboard.
   - Press the [Select] key. DELAY... will appear, and a value between 1 and 60 sec. or MANUAL.
   - Press the [Select] key until the desired value (e.g. 5 sec.) is displayed.
   - Press [On], to confirm the selected setting.
   Note: If you set the unit to MANUAL, you need to press [Print] key or the Transmitter to continue to the next ingredient.

10. RETURN TO SKIPPED INGREDIENT
    - If you have knowingly or accidentally skipped an ingredient, press the [Recipe] key
    - Press the [Select] key to move back
    - Press the [Load/Unload] key.

11. SETTING SCALE NAME
    - Enter number 108 on the numerical keyboard.
    - Press the [Select] key. SCALID will appear.
    - Enter the scale name or number on numerical keyboard
    - Press the [On] key to confirm the name.
LIST MODE

TO START USING THE EZ3500

1. Enter feeding number (1 to 9)
2. Press the [ID] key

The scale is now in weighing mode

3. Turn on the indicator
4. Enter user ID number (Example: 1)
5. Press the [ID] key

DATA TRANSFER

DATAKEY MODE

Install Datakey

Press ON to up load the Recipes

Remove Datakey when transfer is complete

The Scale is now in weighing mode

To retrieve completed fed data, Install Datakey. Remove when transfer is complete

RF DATALINK MODE

Using RF Datalink

When the EZ 3500 has received all of the feeding records it will prompt you press the Recipe key to start

Refer to page 2

EZ3500 will automatically send back data when pen feeding is complete

D3700
**INGREDIENT LOADING**

1. Press the [Recipe] key one or more times to locate the desired recipe.
3. Enter new load weight or accept original, then press [Load/Unload].

The display will alternate between the ingredient and the call weight.
Start loading the ingredient.
The scale will count down to zero.

The scale will advance in two methods:
- Automatically when the delay times out
- Manually when you push the Transmitter or the [Print] key.

For the next ingredient, repeat step B.

**PEN UNLOADING**

1. When all ingredients are loaded, press the [Pens] key one or more times to locate desired pen.
2. Press [Load/Unload].

Start unloading to the pen.
The scale will count down to zero.

The scale will in advance in two methods:
- Automatically when the delay times out
- Manually when you push the Transmitter or the [Print] key.

For more pens to unload, repeat step D.

When pen feeding is complete repeat step A.

*Note: To get out of a recipe-Press [Clear] three times*
**LOADS MODE**

TO START USING THE EZ3500

1. Turn on the indicator
2. Enter user ID number (Example: 1)
3. Press the [ID] key

**DATA TRANSFER**

DATAKEY MODE

Install Datakey

- Press ON to upload the Recipes
- Remove Datakey when transfer is complete
- The Scale is now in weighing mode

To retrieve completed fed data, Install Datakey. Remove when transfer is complete

**RF DATALINK MODE**

Using RF Datalink

- When the EZ 3500 has received all of the feeding records it will prompt you press the Recipe key to start
- Refer to page 2

EZ3500 will automatically send back data when pen feeding is complete
INGREDIENT LOADING

1. Press the [Recipe] key one or more times to locate the desired recipe
2. Press [Load/Unload] key
3. Enter new load weight or accept original, then press [Load/Unload]

A

The display will alternate between the ingredient and the call weight.
Start loading the ingredient
The scale will count down to zero

B

C

The scale will advance in two methods
- Automatically when the delay times out
- Manually when you push the Transmitter or the [Print] key.
For the next ingredient, repeat step B

PEN UNLOADING

D

When all ingredients are loaded the first pen to unload will be displayed
Start unloading to the pen
The scale will count down to zero

E

The scale will in advance in two methods
- Automatically when the delay times out
- Manually when you push the Transmitter or the [Print] key.

Note: To get out of a recipe-Press [Clear] three times

When pen feeding is complete repeat step A